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IP20-IP40

INSTALLATION OF LINEAR LIGHTING

1

2

3

Measurement

Recommended
length (mm)

Maximum
length (mm)

A

na.

4600

B

na.

3060

C

750

1150

D

2700

2700

E

2300

2600

F

1150

1300

G

ca. 1500

1700

Measurement

Recommended
length (mm)

Maximum
length (mm)

A

na.

4600

B

na.

3060

C

750

1150

D

ca. 1500

1700

Measurement

Recommended
length (mm)

Maximum
length (mm)

A

6000

6000

B

3060

3060

C

750

1150

D

ca.1500

1700

4

5
1 Disconnect the mains.
2 Example of a light line.
3 In regular conditions a 2 point suspension is used.
Note: a light line consists of multiple part segments.
the middle linepart may vary in quantity.
Note: measurement F is half of measurement E,
deviding E equally over 2 lineparts.

4 In case of:
- Cable duct
- Sports utility
- Swimming pool
A
 lways use a suspension
with at least 3 points.

5 In case the linepart is longer (6 m+)
always use a 4 point suspension.
Note: profile PNR-05554/1 can be used for
larger span. Consult supplier for more
information.
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IP20-IP40

INSTALLATION OF LINEAR LIGHTING

Montage lichtlijn

6

IP20-IP40

6

7

KDW-Hook
KDW-Haak

8

8

9
9

10
10

11

12

12

13

11

7

14

14

6 In case of mounting in concrete ceiling,
6Veko
Bij montage
in een betonnen
recommends
a MM04plafond,
anchor or
adviseert
Veko
een MM04-anker
of iets
similar
with
according
drill sizes.
bijbehorende
7 Idergelijks
n case ofmet
using
a hook on boormaten.
a sheet piling
structure,
Veko
advises
7 roof
Bij gebruik
van een
haak
op eento drill the
hole in the center of adviseert
the profile.
damwandconstructie,
Veko het
8 gat
Example
with KDW-hook,
pendula
and
in het midden
van het profiel
te boren.

13

15 15

steelwire (left). KDW-hook, chain and S-hook (right). 14/ 15 When the linear lighting is placed
Wanneer
de lichtlijnofinthe
cannelure
89 Voorbeeld
metthe
KDW-haak,
pendel
staaldraad
(links), 14/ 15
inside
the cannelure
sheet
A
 lways close
links of both
theenKDWand
S-hook.
wordt
is het aan
te a meketting
en S-hook.
S-haak (rechts).
piling,
it’sgeplaatst,
recommended
to use
10KDW-haak,
Close the link
of the
een metalen
strud
strip te
911Sluit
altijd
schakels
van zowel de KDW- als de S-haak.
talraden
strudom
or strip
to secure
the of
linear
Close
thede
link
of the KDW-hook.
gebruiken
ommetal
de lineaire
lighting
to the
roof verlichting
12Sluit
Example
of mounting with threaded end.
10
de S-haak.
aan de metalen dakconstructie te
structure.
13Sluit
Example
of mounting with caddy.
11
de KDW-haak.
bevestigen.
12 Voorbeeld van montage met schroefdraad.
13 Voorbeeld van montage met caddy.

Handleiding Veko lichtlijnsysteem/ IP20-IP40 / V20 / 2021-02
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IP20-IP40

INSTALLATION OF CONNECTING PIECES

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1D
 isconnect the mains before operating
length for an easy connection. Pull out and
the linear lighting system.
extend the flatcable.
2E
 xample of connected profiles. Note: profile 5 M
 ake sure the male connector is positioned
and/or brackets may vary.
outside the profile, with the backside onto
3S
 lide the provided bracket(s) completely onto the edge of the profile.
one of the profiles.
6 Align both profiles.
4 The flatcable is provided with a curl for extra 7 Insert the connector.

8 Make sure connectors firmly ‘click’ into
eachother.
9S
 lide bracket(s) back and equally diveded
over both profiles.
10 Tighten screws (2x).
11 Press profiles together.
12 Tighten screws (2x).
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OVERVIEW OF BRACKETS AND CONNECTING PIECES
Profile

Brackets

IP20-IP40

Connecting pieces

* Indicated brackets for profiles with cable gutter apply, regardless of the indicated amount of spacers on the profile (PNR-.../0~/1~/2 ).
Note: applicability of bracket may vary, depending on the surrounding, light line configuration, light line application and/ or IP-class.
Note: K4-R and K5-R brackets are available in various lenghts, so the amount of used screws may vary from illustrated as above.
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POWER FEED WITH CABLE GLAND

IP20-IP40
Item

Qty.

Housing top		 1x
Housing bottom		 1x
Connector female		 1x
Connector male		 1x
Gable gland PG13.5		 2x
Screw TX15		 5x

1

2

3

4

6

7
N
Earth
1
2
3

5

8

= Blue
= Green/Yellow
= Brown
= Black
= Grey

9
1S
 witch off the mains before operating
6
the linear lighting system.
2 Contents.
3U
 se a slotted screwdriver to punch out 7
the desired hole(s) for the cable gland(s).
4 Remove the remaining piece(s).
8
5a Fit the cable gland(s).
5b Fasten the cable gland nut(s).

10

11

 oute wiring through the cable gland and fit
R
connection is made.
with either male or female connector (depen- 9 M
 ake sure connectors firmly ‘click’ into eachother.
ding on counterpart on the light line system). 10 M
 ount the lower housing onto the upper housing
M
 ount the upper housing onto the light line
and tighten screws (3x).
and tighten screws (2x).
11 After reassuring all electrical connections
C
 onnect the wiring to the flatcable of the
are correctly in place and corresponding,
light line. Remove plug when final power grid
switch the mains back on.
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POWER FEED WIELAND

IP20-IP40
Item

Qty.

Power feed		 1x
Connection plate (with		 2x
hexagon screw M5)
Coupling plate (with 4x		 1x
slotted M5 bolt)
Screw TX15		 4x

1

2

3

4

5

7
1D
 isconnect the mains before operating
the linear lighting system.
2 Contents.
3P
 lace the mounting plates on the ends of
the light line and the power feed and fasten
with the TX15 screws (2x 2 screws).
4 Connect the wiring with the flatcable
connectors. Remove plug when final power

6

8

9

grid connection is made.
5P
 lace the feed onto the light line, aligning the
connection plates. Connectors should firmly
‘click’ into eachother.
6 In the case of a profile with a cable channel,
place the centre supply at the same height as
the bottom of the light line.

7 Tighten the M5 Hexgon bolts (2x) on both
sides of the light line.
8 Hook the coupling plate into the profiles.
9 Rotate the plate into position.
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POWER FEED WIELAND

10

IP20-IP40

11

12

10 Tighten the M6 bolts (4x).
11 Connect the external wiring with the
wieland connectors to the power feed.
12 After reassuring all electrical connections
are correctly in place and corresponding, switch
the mains back on.
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SINGLE UNIT (RE-)PLACEMENT

IP20-IP40

2

1

3

4

5

6

7

8a (sports & emergency units)

8b (sports & emergency units) 9
1D
 isconnect the mains before operating the
linear lighting system.
2 Type of unit and/or profile may vary.
3M
 ake sure poles and wiring are in correct
position.
4 Insert connector to the flatcable.
5P
 ress and mount the fallout safety clip
into the profile.

6 Fit the unit onto the profile under an angle.
7 Turn, press and firmly ‘click’ the unit into
the profile.
8 In case of a sports or emergency unit, place
extra safety clips onto the unit and profile, 5
on either side, equally devided.

10
9 Caution: bracket may contain sharp edges.
10 Caution: make sure wiring doesn’t get stuck
between the unit and the profile and is placed
properly inside the linear lighting system.
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MANUAL INSTALLATION VEKO SENSOR

1

2

3

4

5

6
Technical data
Power (W)
Voltage (V)
Length (mm)
Frequency (Hz)
Circuit
Sensitivity settings
Twilight circuit
Switch-off delay relay
Environment application
Corridor function / dynamic switch
(example: 10-100 %)
Programming

7

8

ENEC certification
Warranty

MD-L-R

1,5 W < 4 W (Switched off- < on)
220-240 V
300 mm
50 ÷ 60 Hz
6A
5 (standard max. sensitivity)
Adjustable in 9 steps 0-1.000 Lux
Relay 0-99 minutes
-25 °C - + 35 °C
In combination with DALI driver
and control gear
Readout and re-programmable by
colour coding with LED in sensor
In application at DEKRA
5 years

MD-L-N

- Length -

- Width 9
sensor, if necessary. This cover can be cut to
This page applies to all MD-L subtypes and confi- Plug the connector into the flat cable.
size with pliers or scissors on the break line to
5 Press and attach the safety clip for
gurations.
achieve the desired range and angle of the sensor.
emergencies in the continuous-row
1 Switch off the power supply before connecting
8 Technical data.
lighting profile.
the light system.
9 Sensor range: MD-L-R (round lens)
6 Install the sensor in the profile.
2 Example of a sensor. Note: sensor type
MD-L-N (narrow lens)
7 In the case of the narrow lens, a cover
and/or linear lighting profile may vary.
can be used to limit the range of the
3 Ensure correct position of poles and wiring.
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MANUAL CONFIGURATION MD-L-R / MD-L-N
When the MD-L-R / MD-L-N is plugged into the light line and connected to power, it will fully function and perform as a motion detection sensor. All
Veko sensors have a standard configuration. Some of these features are manual adjustable with a remote control (TR67). These functions are
descriTR67
bed in the manual below. You can use this manual on site when a re-configuration is needed, a maintenance test is required, or the lights need to be
manually overruled.
1 Switch off delay*
The duration of switch
on after detection can
be set between 1 and
max. 99 minutes.

Red

Blue

Fast
Blink

Solid

Red

Green

The sensitivity of the
movement detection can
be adjusted according to
your preferences.

Fast
Blink

Solid

5.4 Hardware version

Solid

Fast
Blink

Solid

1x
Green Red Blue
3 flashes / Colour

Save

1x

Cancel
Green Red Blue

Red

3 flashes / Colour
1x

Green

Flashes blue colour X times for set duration.
Long blink for first digit and short blink for second digit.
Flashes blue colour for 1 second pulse mode.

Green
Green

Fast
Blink

Hold
until light
responds

Cancel
1x

1 = 100 Lux
...
9 = 900 Lux

Blue

Fast
Blink

Hold
until light
responds

3 flashes / Colour

Save

1x

Red

Green

Hold
until light
responds

Green Red Blue

Red

Red

Hold until
light responds

5.2 Detection accuracy

5.3 S
 ensitivity twilight
mode

Fast
Blink

1x

Cancel
1x
1x

1= Low sensitivity
...

Hold until
light responds

5 Check the programmed
setting* of:
5.1 Time frame light on

Red

Blue

3 flashes / Colour

Save

5= High sensitivity

Red

Green Red

Red

Hold until
light responds

3 Sensitivity twilight
mode*

4 Sensitivity twilight mode
off*
Switch off twilight mode.
Note: standard/factory
setting is: off.

1 = 1 minute
9 = 9 minutes
21 = 21 minutes
3 digits = cancel

Hold until
light responds

2 Sensitivity detection*

The sensitivity of switch on
relative to the available
daylight can be adjusted.

Red

Flashes green colour X times for set detection sensitivitiy.

Red

Green
Red

Fast
Blink

Blue

Green

Flashes 3x red/blue colour when twilight mode is switched off.
1x= Relay Sensor
Flashes blue colour: 2x= Veko System Sensor
		 3x= Smart Cast Sensor

Blue

Fast
Blink

Flashes red colour X times for set Lux level.

Hold until light responds

Blue

6 Overrule function
Overrule all current
settings and switched
all lighting on or off
for a set amount of
hours.

7 Test functions
The lights will flash on
and off for 10 sec.

Fast
Blink
1x

Blue

Green
Solid

1 = 1 hour
...
9 = 9 hours

Slow
Blink

3x Flash
Hold until light
responds

Save
Return to normal

Red

Return to normal

Blue

Lighting switched ON
for x hours
1x

Solid
Lighting switched OFF
for x hours

8 Factory settings
Set back all functions
to factory settings

9/19

Green/Red
Save

Blink

Hold until light
responds

1x

Return to normal

* Automatically returns to normal mode, if there is no activity for 20 seconds. Settings will be saved.
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MANUAL CONFIGURATION MD-L-R / MD-L-N

HANDLEIDING MD-L AFSTANDSBEDIENING

B

No function

5
9

6

3

4
8
M

2

7
0

1

S
Dim+
OFF

C

H

D

ON

OK

B

G

Dim?

A
F

30m

E

A

UNLOCK
1 2 3 4

OK

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

OK

OK

OK

CONFIRM

1 2 3 4

CODE

2x

2x

2x

2x
2x

1
6

9

0

3

2

1

A

S
M
1 0 M

SPECIFY

! ON

OK

OK

OK

CONFIRM

COMPLETE CYCLE

FEATURE

2x

2x

2x

2x
2x

B

1

1

1

S

S

S

EXTRA SPECS

OK

CONFIRM

2x

2x

LOCK

= Long pulse

= Short pulse

MODIFIED FEATURE

Motion detection

Factory setting: 15 minutes

TESTMODE > 10 seconds timer

Example timer 6 minutes

Timer example: 10 minutes

+ + Detection sensitivity

Less

Standaad (factory setting)

Maximum

Entering twilight

The light limit can be set in 10 steps, above which
the light does not need to be switched on. The
factory setting is the highest step.

Lowest light level limit

Highest light level limit

All self-set values are cancelled.

F20028 REV 02
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DECENTRAL EMERGENCY LIGHTING
Logbook

NEN-EN 1838 & NEN-EN-IEC 60598-2-22

Date

1

2

3

LED color / flashing
Error condition
Green / no flashing 		
Off 		
Green / slow (0,25s on, 1,25s off) 		
Green / fast (0,25s on, 0,25s off) 		
Red / no flashing
Battery voltage too high or too low
		
		
Red / slow (0,25s on, 1,25s off)
Failed test due to battery
		
Red / fast (0,25s on, 0,25s off)
Output voltage too high or to low
		
Red-Green /fast (0,25s on, 0,25s off) 		
Green / short (50ms on, 0,95s off) 		

4

5

6

7

8

1O
 wner of the building/ luminaires (or acting
party) is obliged to keep a logbook according to
NEN-EN 1838 & NEN-EN-IEC 60598-2-22.
2B
 efore installing the emergency unit or
replacing the battery, write the installation
date onto the battery.
3 Example of emergency unit indication LED.

Cause
System OK, battery fully charged
Main off, EM mode, Rest mode, test in progress
System OK, battery is charging
System OK, recently tested (<5 days, Australia mode only)
No battery connected
Wrong or bad battery connected
Battery pack replaced with different type
Battery end of life
Charger failure
Wrong LED load connected
Wrong connection
Dali device identification
Battery detection

Solution

Connect battery
Replace battery
Reset driver
Replace battery and preform duration test
Replace driver
Connect right load and preform
functional test

4 LED status indicator - table of contents. 8 U
 nscrew the battery from the mounting plate and
5D
 isconnect the mains before operating
replace. Re-tighten screws and reconnect the battery
the linear lighting system.
wires with the emergency module. Replace emergen6 Disconnect the battery from the emergency cy unit as described in section 6 of
module.
this manual.
7 Type and/or quantity of batteries may vary
as well.
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DECENTRAL EMERGENCY LIGHTING
Self-test according IEC 62034

Installation phase
5 days

OFFSET 1 - 28 days
= commissioning phase

7 days
365 days

Intelligent multilevel/pulse battery charging system
The multilevel/pulse battery charging system minimizes charging time
while maximizing battery life. In normal, efficient network operation,
the module charges the batteries using a specially developed charging
algorithm, NiMH batteries are charged with pulse charging.
Initial charging mode
Increased charging current at the beginning of 48 hours to properly
prepare and fully charge the new battery cells.
Trickle charge mode
Continuously low charge to maintain battery life and reduce battery
temperature.
Fast charge mode
10 or 15-hour fast charge after a discharge to provide the full operating time quickly available again.
Commissioning test
A full commissioning check is automatic if the mains voltage (unswitched phase) has not been interrupted for 5 days. The function for easy
commissioning sets date and time for the initial test firm to ensure
random testing of the units.
Functional test
Functional tests are performed weekly for 5 seconds and controlled
by the microprocessor. The initiation and date / time of these exams
are set at commissioning of the luminaire.
Duration test
To check the battery performance is a full annual endurance test
carried out (1 or 3 hours).
Delay Timer (1-28 days)
To prevent that all the luminaires perform the emergency test at the
same time, each luminaire has a pre-programmed code with a value of
1-28, which delays the test time of that luminaire for a specified time.
Devices with code 1 will be tested one day after the completion of the
5 day long monitoring of the power supply (that is 6 days after the
uninterrupted connection to the supply).
Devices with code 2 will be tested two days after the completion of
the 5 day long monitoring of the power supply (that is 7 days after the
uninterrupted connection to the supply).
Devices with higher code numbers will be tested with a delay that
corresponds to that code number.
28 days after the start of the commissioning all devices will have
completed the required commissioning test. The day of the commissioning test serves as a reference point for all further function and duration tests times and test intervals. Function tests will be performed
on the same day in a weekly interval, duration tests will be performed
on the same day in an annual interval.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

First connection to the power supply
Phase, in which the power supply is switched on and off
(possibly numerous times)
Phase, in which the power supply is "permanently" connected
(no interruption for at least 5 days)
Delaying the commissioning test for 1-28 day
Commissioning test begins
First function test
First duration test

Weekly function test
The 5 second long, weekly function test serves to check the functionality of
the emergency unit, the batteries and the LED module. The first function test
after the commissioning test would normally take place one week after the
start of the commissioning test. In the actual implementation of this and all
further functional tests two aspects must be considered, however:
To prevent that people are on the site and are disturbed by the test, the start
of the function test is delayed until the switched phase is switched off. If
this is the case, the function test will be carried out 10 seconds later. If this
is not the case, because the switched phase remains permanently switched
on, the function test will be carried out exactly 24 hours later, regardless of
whether the switched phase is then turned off or not.
Annual duration test
The annual duration test checks whether the batteries are able to ensure the
required operating time of 1, 2 or 3 hours.
The first duration test after the commissioning test would normally take
place exactly one year after the start of the commissioning test. In the actual implementation of this and all further duration tests two aspects must
be considered, however: To prevent that the duration test is carried out at a
time of maximum hazard or highest presence density, the device automatically uses the adaptive test mode to determine a suitable test time.
Furthermore, the test time can be set manually, please refer to “setting the
test time”.
Adaptive test mode sets the time for the duration test to a time of minimum
risk and minimum presence. This is achieved by monitoring the switched
phase of the lighting. This tells the emergency lighting unit which times the
lighting is switched off (i.e. no one is in the room) and the unit stores these
times. If non-presence of more than five hours is detected the start time for
the duration test is set to two hours after the start of the non-presence time.
Setting the test time
The time and day for the function and duration test is stored in the internal
timer. To change the test time, the timer needs to be reset. The previously
stored test time will be deleted and replaced by the time of resetting.
If the unswitched power supply of an emergency lighting circuit is
switched on and off 5 times within 60 seconds, the timers for all
the emergency units in the emergency lighting circuit is reset
(to the current time). The adaptive memory will be also deleted.
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EMERGENCY SYSTEM INFO & DISCLAIMER
Emergency lighting Notes
Owner of the building / luminaires (or acting party instead) is obliged to keep a logbook according to NEN-EN 1838 &
NEN-EN-IEC 60598-2-22 of their emergency installation. The logbook should state at least:
- Installation date of luminaires;
- Document regular inspection routines;
- Document replacements and/or maintenance;
- Logbook should be available for a minimum period of three years;
-E
 mergency fittings are foreseen with at minimum one continues power circuit (phase) connection. When installing
emergency luminaire(s) make sure there is a continues power supply available and connected;
- After installation it should be avoided that there are any interruptions in this continues power supply.
In case of self-contained emergency:
- The emergency luminaire(s) can operate between +5 °C to +25 °C with a maximum humidity of 65 % ± 5 %;
- Before installing the emergency luminaire(s) write the installation date on the battery;
- The luminaire(s) must be installed within a period of 3 months after production of the luminaire(s);
- If the luminaire(s) is not connected within a period of 1 month, disconnect the battery from the luminaire;
-A
 fter full installation of all the emergency luminaire(s) a period of 48 hours is required to fully charge the batteries,
afterwards document the functioning of all luminaire(s) for the building operator;
- Repeated power outages will reduce the lifespan of the batteries dramatically;
- The emergency luminaire(s) may be discharged max. 4 cycles per year plus 2 cycles during commissioning.

DALI
Each DALI emergency gear is individually addressable on its DALI bus and each gear can be commanded individually to
carry out an emergency test. So rather than testing all the emergency luminaires in one zone together each emergency
luminaire in the zone can be tested at a different time, therefore ensure the safety of the zone at all times.
If the emergency and normal drivers in a luminaire are both DALI gear, then each can be separately addressed
on the same DALI bus. This allows common wiring to be used for both normal lighting control and emergency test
control. During a failure of the permanent mains supply, the TrustSight driver acts autonomously to provide escape
lighting, regardless of the state of the DALI bus.
The TrustSight DALI version is equipped with a self-test functionality according to IEC 62034. Automatic tests will
be preformed according to the duration test (every 52 weeks) and functional test (every 7 days) programmable interval
times. DALI standard operating mode the duration test will be preformed as long as the rated duration time (3 hours).
The automatic duration test will always run until the battery is fully discharged. Full discharges are recommended for
battery maintenance.

Conditions for self-test
The TrustSight driver must be permanently connected to mains power whenever a duration test or functionality test is
executed and the battery must be charging or fully charged. When scheduling a duration or functionality test the
operation of the AC-driver is also checked. When the AC-driver is powered up, the test can be postphoned up to 3 days
(in 24/7 lighting situations). When the AC-driver is off for at least 2 hours the test will be started.

Reset to factory default
In certain cases, it may be required that the TrustSight driver be reset to factory default settings.
This can be achieved in the following way:
1. A
 pply mains power and apply 12Vdc on battery input (apply at the same time or within 2s).
2. After 1s the LED indicator will start flashing fast RED for 2s (4 times).
3. Remove 12Vdc on battery input while the LED is flashing.
4. After 1s the LED indicator will light up continuously GREEN for 2s.
5. D
 isconnect main power. The driver has now been reset to its factory default settings.

LED status indicator
The LED status indicator shows whether:
- The system is in charging mode;
- Batteries are fully charged;
- A system error had occured, see also the overview table in section 2 of this manual.
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GENERAL DISCLAIMER
Product specifications
- Ambient working range
- Storage
- Rated voltage range
- Relative humidity
- Cable specification

-25 °C-+35 °C (-13 °F - 95 ° F)
-25 °C-+35 °C (-13 °F - 95 ° F)
220 V~-240 V~ 50/60 Hz
10 %-85 % RH - not condensing
7&3 pin suitable for solid wiring (Ø1.5-2.5 mm2)

Important
- Caution, risk of electric shock!
- Hot plug-in is not an option and may cause damage to the luminaire.
- Disconnect the mains before installing or modifying this product.
- Installation and commissioning of the luminaire must be performed by a qualified electrician in accordance with
all national and/or local regulations.
- Install all individual light lines before connecting to the grid.
- NEVER install this product without reading this installation guide.
- NEVER stare into this product when switched on.
- NEVER modify or alter this product, this will result in loss of warranty.
- Read the product labels carefully for all product details.
- This product is not suitable for signal functions, in case of emergency function see next paragraph.
- This product is not suitable for outdoor use.
- This product is not suitable for off-grid power solutions.
- On this product no condensation is allowed during storage, operation and application.
- When operating the electrical connections and connecting to the mains or grid always work according to standard
NEN 1010 and NEN 3140.

Note
-A
 Veko linear lighting system is considered as a single luminaire (a ‘closed’ system) and not an electrical installation at itself.
- The light source of this product is custom made and shall only be replaced by the manufacturer or his service agent.
- At end of life, the whole product needs to be replaced.
- This product is not intended for household usage.
- Take care with the usage of power cables and prevent damage to the cables when installing them.
- Avoid touching the product if active, it might cause harm due to heat
-W
 hen the product is unpacked, take care of placement. Do not let the product rest on top of the optics,
damage to optics will result in light output loss.
- The manufacturer is not liable for damages resulting from improper of faulty installation or operation from
unauthorized modifications to the luminaire.
- Specifications are subject to change without notice! If you have questions please contact the manufacturer.
- Take appropriate precautions: wear gloves.
When adjusting the length of the light lines between the walls, an expansion coefficient of 24x10 -6 (2.4 mm per 100 m per °C)
should be taken into account.
- Keep at least one copy of this document as future reference material.

Cleaning
- ALWAYS switch off the power to the product before cleaning.
- This product can be cleaned with a damp cloth.
- Choose cleaning materials which are suitable for plastic.
- Do not use coarse or rough cleaning tools on this product.
- Do not use bleach or solvents on this product.
- Do not use any type of high pressure equipment to clean this product.
- Do not submerge this product.
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